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Abstract 
 

The applicability of multivariable linear regression (MLR) models to estimate the maximum 
temperature inside a SOFC stack is investigated experimentally. The experiments were 
carried out with a complete 10 kW SOFC system using an 80-cell stack by Versa Power 
Systems. The behavior of the maximum temperature measured inside a SOFC stack with 
respect to four independent input variables (stack current, air flow, air inlet temperature 
and fuel flow) is examined following the design of experiments methodology, and MLR 
models are created based on the retrieved data. 
 
The practical feasibility of the MLR estimate is investigated experimentally with the 10 kW 
system by evaluating the accuracy of the estimate in two test cases: (i) a system load 
change where the stack temperature is regulated by a closed-loop controller using the 
MLR estimate (Figure 1) and (ii) during operator-imposed disturbances in the fuel system 
(a variation in the methane conversion in the fuel pre-reformer). Finally, the performance of 
the MLR estimate is evaluated with another, 64-cell stack operated at higher current 
density.  This work continues previous research reported in [1-2]. 
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Figure 1  Closed loop-control of stack temperature during a load change a) stack current and b) 

measured, estimated and setpoint value for Tmax. 
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2. Experiments 

 
The experiments were carried out with a complete 10 kW SOFC system [4] at VTT, 
Finland. The system incorporated an 80-cell SOFC stack provided by Versa Power 
Systems [5] and the stack contained altogether 23 temperature measurement probes 
inside the stack. Four independent system inputs, given in Table 1, were manipulated 
according to a so-called fractional factorial experiment design (see e.g. [3] for details). The 
fractional design was adopted as previous work [1-2] proved that interactions of the 
previously investigated inputs ( ) is insignificant and thus the number of 
experimental conditions could be decreased. The fractional test plan was designed for two 
individual nominal levels i.e. for NOC1 and NOC2 at 160 A and 145 A stack current, 
respectively, and in both cases, each input is varied between two levels (minimum and 
maximum). Two individual nominal levels were used to enlarge the operational area of the 
derived MLR model. 
  

Table 1  The experiment design: manipulated input variables 
 ( ), two nominal levels (NOC1 & NOC2) and the variation of the inputs. 

 
Input NOC1 NOC2 DoE variation 

 Current  A 160 145 ±5 
 Air flow  NLPM 1062 1023 ±50 
 Air inlet temp.  °C 735 745 ±10 
 Natural gas  flow  NLPM 27.9 25.8 ±0.5 

 
The stack maximum temperature ( ) and the cathode outlet temperature ( ) were 
measured as responses once the system had reached steady-state conditions after 
changing the inputs. (The maximum temperature was taken as the maximum of the 
temperature measurements inside the stack, on one, representative cell.) The system was 
brought periodically to NOC1 or NOC2 in order to observe stack degradation. Altogether 
the designed experiments lasted for ca. 1300 hours, during which time a total of 16 DoE, 9 
NOC1 and 4 NOC2 conditions were measured at steady-state. Additionally, 9 other 
steady-state conditions, e.g. at part-load were recorded to be used for model development. 
 
The practical feasibility of the created MLR model was investigated experimentally with a 
closed-loop PI-controller set to regulate the stack temperature. Instead of using the in-
stack thermocouples for measured feedback, the feedback signal for the PI-controller was 
calculated by the MLR model. The PI-controller regulates the stack temperature by 
adjusting the module inlet air temperature (  ) by manipulating a by-pass valve of the air 
system heat exchanger.
 

 
Figure 2  Closed-loop controller to regulate stack temperature using the MLR-estimate. 
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Introduction 
 
The internal temperature of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) stack can affect both the 
performance and the lifetime of the stack. Thus accurate and reliable monitoring, as well 
as regulation, of the stack temperature is beneficial to prevent sub-optimal performance or 
excessive degradation. Direct physical measurement of the temperature inside the stack is 
possible, but can be costly and complex to realize in real-world systems due to the high 
number of temperature probes required to map the temperature profile with a high-enough 
resolution. Therefore the estimation of the stack temperature with other, more practically 
feasible measurements, such as inlet gas flow rates and temperatures or stack current, is 
well-motivated. 
 

1. Approach 
 
This study is a direct continuation of systematic efforts [1-2] carried out to create a simple 
numerical estimator for the maximum temperature measured inside a SOFC stack over its 
lifetime in system environment. The numerical estimator is based on multivariable linear 
regression (MLR) model, which are functions of the form 
 

 , where , (1) 
 
where  and  are (column) vectors of the measured input and estimated output values, 
respectively. The parameter vector  is calculated so to 
produce an estimate which is optimal in the least squared error sense. The data to create 
the MLR model can be obtained by following the Design of Experiments (DoE) 
methodology. See e.g. [3] for details on MLR modelling and DoE.  
 
Firstly, formal experiments are conducted according to the DoE methodology to obtain 
rich-enough data to calculate the parameters for the MLR model, and to assess the 
feasibility of the obtained MLR model to estimate the stack temperature. The experiments 
are conducted in a similar fashion as in the previous work reported in [1-2]. However, in 
this study an 80-cell stack is used with a current of 160 A at system nominal operating 
conditions (NOC). In [1-2], a 64-cell stack was used with 200 A current at system NOC. 
 
Secondly, the practical feasibility of the obtained MLR model is investigated experimentally 
by evaluating the accuracy of the estimate in two test cases:  

1) a system load change and  
2) during operator-imposed disturbance in the fuel system where the methane 

conversion in the fuel pre-reformer is changing.  
In both test cases the stack temperature is regulated by a closed-loop PI-controller, where 
the MLR-estimate is used as a feedback value for the controller. 
 
Thirdly, the general feasibility of the studied approach is investigated by calculating a 
common MLR model for both 80-cell and 64-cell stacks and assessing its estimation 
accuracy at system NOC. The motivation for this exercise is to evaluate whether or not a 
MLR model derived with operational data of one stack can be utilized for the temperature 
estimation of another stack. 
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3.2 Load transient experiment 
 
The feasibility of the MLR model (2) for stack temperature regulation was investigated by 
performing a load transient from 145 A to 160 A and back, accompanied by a 24-hour 
stabilization period between transitions (Figure 4a). The  setpoint was set to 775°C 
for this experiment. During a load transient, all input variables of the MLR model are 
changing, since  and  are controlled as a function of the current,  is adjusted 
by the PI-controller and  changes according to the temperature characteristics of the 
stack.  
 
It is observed that the MLR model provides good estimation accuracy during the load 
transients as the estimate remains within 2°C of measured throughout the transient 
(Figure 4b). Morever, it is observed that the dynamic response of the estimated and 
measured value is similar during the experiment, which is largely due to the utilization of 
cathode outlet temperature measurement ( ) as an input for the MLR model. The 
results depicted in Figure 4b show that using enables application of the as-such static 
MLR estimate for dynamic control purposes. 
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Figure 4  Load transient experiment a) stack current and  

b) measured, estimated and setpoint value for Tmax. 
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3. Results  
 

3.1 Temperature estimation with the MLR model 
 
The MLR model (2) to estimate the stack temperature was created with similar 
methodology as presented in [1-2] by using all 4 inputs and the measurement of the 
cathode outlet gas temperature as regressors. All previously mentioned 38 steady-state 
operating conditions were used to calculate the coefficients of the MLR model in order to 
(i) fully utilize the conducted experiments and (ii) to maximize the accuracy and the 
operational envelope for the MLR estimate.  
 

  (2) 
 
Figure 3 illustrates the accuracy of the obtained MLR estimate for both the utilized steady-
state fitting data and the full time-series data. The MLR model (2) fits the measurement 
data very well, which can be observed by high estimation accuracy with respect to both 
steady-state fitting data (Figure 3b) as well as the full time-series data (Figure 3a). The 
average estimation error  and the adjusted degree of variance explanation power 

 of the fitting data are 0.93°C and 0.99, respectively (Figure 3c). (See e.g. [1] for a 
detailed description of  and  for MLR model evaluation.) 
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Figure 3  Measured and estimated stack maximum temperature for a) time-series data b) steady-

state data and c) error of the estimate. 
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3.3 A common MLR model for two different stacks 
 
Finally, the general feasibility of the studied approach, i.e. utilization of a common MLR 
model to estimate the internal stack temperature, is investigated by utilizing the 
experimental results of previous work [1-2] for a 64-cell stack and the data of the current 
work. A common MLR model is created based on the 80-cell stack data and its estimation 
accuracy is assessed for both the 80-cell and the 64-cell stacks. 
 
The 64-cell stack was operated at a current of 200 A at system NOC, but with same gas 
flow rates as the 80-cell stack at 160A current, resulting as same NOC air and fuel 
utilization. (The total Faradic current of the stack at NOC remains the same.) A simple trial 
reveals that the MLR model (2), created upon the 80-cell stack experiments, does not 
provide a good estimate for the of the 64-cell stack. 
 
Since the estimate given by (2) is biased significantly when applied to a different stack, 
another MLR model was created by using an alternative definition for the inputs of the 
model. Instead of using only the independent system inputs as such, e.g. air or fuel flow 
rates, the feasibility of proportional operational variables for SOFC stacks, such as fuel 
and air utilization rates, was evaluated. 
 
An exhaustive search was conducted over different combinations of the proportional 
operational variables as well as selected temperature measurements to find proper inputs 
for the common MLR model. All evaluated models were ranked according to  and 

for the fitting data, and a MLR model with nine inputs was found to provide the best 
estimate for both 64- and 80-cell stack (Table 2). 

 
Table 2  Input variables and coefficients for the common MLR model 

 
MLR model input, xi Unit i* 
Current A -0.000825 
Module inlet air temperature °C -0.025604 
Cathode outlet gas temp. °C 0.272114 
Stack voltage V -0.678215 
System fuel utilization % 0.394374 
Stack air utilization % 0.5714224 
Stack fuel utilization % 0.3351744 
Anode inlet gas temp. °C -0.4159904 
Anode outlet gas temp. °C 1.2430144 
  0=-52.292776 
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3.3 Process disturbance experiment 
 
The feasibility of the MLR model (2) for stack temperature regulation was further 
investigated by imposing such a disturbance to the fuel system that the stack temperature 
is also affected. During the experiment the system was operated at NOC1 with 160 A 
current and  setpoint of 775°C. The process disturbance was created by changing the 
inlet temperature of the fuel pre-reformer by ±50°C from the nominal value of 625°C 
(Figure 5a). A change in the inlet temperature alters the conversion of methane and thus 
the reformer outlet (and stack inlet) methane flow rate (Figure 5b). In turn, the stack inlet 
methane flow rate will affect the stack temperature due to endothermic steam reforming 
reactions. During the experiment, the methane outlet flow and conversion of methane 
varied from 25.6 to 21.2 NLPM, and from 10 to 23 %, respectively. It should be noted that 
all independent inputs ( ) of the MLR model - which are concurrently the primary 
control variables of the 10 kW SOFC system - were kept constant during the experiment. 
Of the MLR model inputs, only the cathode outlet temperature (  changes due to the 
experiment.  
 
 
In Figure 5 it is seen that the MLR model provides good estimation characteristics also 
during the process disturbance. The accuracy of the estimate remains within 3°C of the 
measured throughout the experiment (Figure 5b). Additionally, the dynamic response 
of the estimated and measured value is similar as well. Again, the effects of the process 
disturbance on stack temperature are picked up by ., enabling the good estimation 
characteristics for the MLR model. 
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Figure 5  Process disturbance experiment a) reformer inlet temperature and b) flow rate and 

conversion of methane and c) measured, estimated and setpoint value for Tmax. 
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Figure 5  Process disturbance experiment a) reformer inlet temperature and b) flow rate and 

conversion of methane and c) measured, estimated and setpoint value for Tmax. 
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4. Conclusions 

 
The practical applicability of multivariable linear regression models for the estimation of the 
SOFC stack maximum temperature was evaluated experimentally. Designed experiments 
on a complete 10 kW SOFC system were utilized in the work. An MLR model was applied 
to produce the feedback for a closed-loop PI controller for the regulation of the stack 
maximum temperature under two test cases: a load change and a process disturbance. 
The estimate and subsequently also the controller performed well. Finally, a universal 
approach for developing MLR models for the estimation of the maximum temperature of 
different SOFC stacks was studied based on experimental data obtained with two different 
stacks. A common MLR model using proportional operational variables as model inputs 
can provide an accurate estimate of the  for both stacks. 
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The measured  and the estimate for the time-series data of the two stacks given by 
the common MLR model is depicted in Figure 6. The common MLR model provides an 
accurate estimate for the 80-cell stack (Figure 6a) throughout the experiment, which can 
be expected, since the coefficients presented in Table 2 are calculated with the 
corresponding steady-state data. More interestingly, the common MLR model can estimate 
the  also for the 64-cell stack (Figure 6b) with high accuracy, even though no data 
from this experiment is used to calculate the coefficients of the model. Moreover, the 
common MLR model provides an accurate estimate for the 64-cell stack albeit it was 
operated at higher current and higher stack internal temperature. An interesting detail is 
that the MLR retains its accuracy as the both stacks are subjected to a number of full 
thermal cycles down to room temperature. 
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Figure 6  Common MLR model estimate and measurement of Tmax for a) 80-cell and b) 64-cell stack. 

TC denotes a full system thermocycle. 
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corresponding steady-state data. More interestingly, the common MLR model can estimate 
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Figure 6  Common MLR model estimate and measurement of Tmax for a) 80-cell and b) 64-cell stack. 

TC denotes a full system thermocycle. 
 




